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Abstract: Target tracking in low-altitude Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) videos faces many tech-
nical challenges due to the relatively small sizes, various orientation changes of the objects and
diverse scenes. As a result, the tracking performance is still not satisfactory. In this paper, we
propose a real-time single-target tracking method with multiple Region Proposal Networks (RPNs)
and Distance-Intersection-over-Union (Distance-IoU) Discriminative Network (DIDNet), namely
MultiRPN-DIDNet, in which ResNet50 is used as the backbone network for feature extraction. Firstly,
an instance-based RPN suitable for the target tracking task is constructed under the framework of
Simases Neural Network. RPN is to perform bounding box regression and classification, in which
channel attention mechanism is integrated to improve the representative capability of the deep
features. The RPNs built on the Block 2, Block 3 and Block 4 of ResNet50 output their own Regression
(Reg) coefficients and Classification scores (Cls) respectively, which are weighted and then fused to
determine the high-quality region proposals. Secondly, a DIDNet is designed to correct the candidate
target’s bounding box finely through the fusion of multi-layer features, which is trained with the
Distance-IoU loss. Experimental results on the public datasets of UAV20L and DTB70 show that,
compared with the state-of-the-art UAV trackers, the proposed MultiRPN-DIDNet can obtain better
tracking performance with fewer region proposals and correction iterations. As a result, the tracking
speed has reached 33.9 frames per second (FPS), which can meet the requirements of real-time
tracking tasks.

Keywords: visual object tracking; channel attention mechanism; region proposal network; DIoU
discriminative network; unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) videos

1. Introduction

In recent years, due to their many outstanding advantages in performance and cost,
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have increasingly been deployed in many fields, such as
security monitoring, disaster relief, agriculture, military equipment, sports and entertain-
ments, etc. Correspondingly, a huge amount of visual data has been produced, and the
demand for intelligent processing of UAV videos has increased significantly.

Due to the release of new benchmark datasets and the improved methodologies, single-
target tracking has become a research hotspot, and the related work has made considerable
advances. From the perspective of technical means, the current mainstream single-target
trackers can be divided into two categories: trackers based on Discriminative Correlation
Filter (DCF) and trackers based on deep learning. Minimum Output Sum of Squared Error
(MOSSE) is one of the most representative trackers based on DCF [1]. These kind of trackers
have fast tracking speed and are easy to transplant to the embedded hardware platform for
real-time processing, but the tracking accuracy is relatively low. Therefore, it is difficult
for them to meet the high-accuracy tracking requirements. Afterwards, the researchers
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proposed various improved DCF-based trackers through optimizing in many aspects, such
as Circulant Structure of tracking-by-detection with Kernels (CSK) tracker [2], Kernelized
Correlation Filters (KCF) tracker [3], and Spatially Regularized Discriminative Correlation
Filter (SRDCF) tracker [4], etc. These trackers achieve a significant improvement in tracking
accuracy, but at the same time, the tracking speed is significantly reduced.

With the rapid development of deep learning, many trackers based on Convolution
Neural Networks (CNN) have emerged. Compared to the previous trackers, they can
yield higher tracking accuracy [5–13]. However, for UAV target tracking scenarios, due to
numerous challenges, such as relatively small object sizes and various orientation changes,
the above trackers show degraded performance to different degrees. An accurate and
efficient tracker is still needed to perform the target tracking task in UAV videos.

In this paper, we propose a real-time target tracking method based on multiple Region
Proposal Networks (RPNs) and Distance-IoU Discriminative Network (DIDNet), namely
MultiRPN-DIDNet. First, the channel attention mechanism is incorporated into RPN [14],
constructing a network suitable for the target tracking task. Multiple RPNs are combined
together to determine the high-quality region proposals. Secondly, a discriminative network
is proposed under the framework of Siamese Neural Network (SNN) to finely correct the
position of the region proposals, in which multi-layer convolution feature fusion strategy
is adopted, and Distance-IoU (DIoU) loss is used to train the network to finely model the
spatial relationship of the image patches.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

• The SNN-based multiple RPNs with channel attention mechanism for the target
tracking tasks is constructed, which can select the high-quality region proposals.

• A DIoU discriminative network with multi-layer feature fusion is designed, which is
trained with DIoU loss to finely model the spatial relationship of image patches.

• Extensive experiments on the standard UAV tracking benchmark datasets indicate that
the proposed tracker can achieve a good balance between the tracking accuracy and
speed. At the same time, the tracking speed can reach 33.9 frames per second (FPS),
which can meet the requirements of real-time tracking on a general GPU platform.

For the rest of the paper, a brief overview of the related work is given in Section
2. Section 3 introduces our Multiple RPNs and Distance-IoU Discriminative Network.
In Section 4, we evaluate the performance of our proposed tracker in several UAV tracking
benchmarks. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Single target tracking is one of the important tasks in intelligent processing of UAV
videos. In this paper, we focus on the study of single target tracking. Visual tracking has
been widely studied. In this section, only some representative work is sampled and the
work closely related to our work is discussed.

2.1. SNN Based Trackers

SNN-based trackers have attracted significant attention for their good tradeoff be-
tween the tracking accuracy and efficiency. These trackers formulate visual tracking as a
cross correlation problem and obtain a good performance through end-to-end learning. A Y-
shaped CNN that combines two network branches, one for the object template and the other
for the search region, is constructed to learn a similarity map through cross-correlation.

Siamese Region Proposal Network (SiamRPN) [15] is one of the most representative
SNN based trackers, which converts the tracking problem into a local area detection
problem. It yields an outstanding tracking performance. Afterwards, many improved
variants have been proposed continuously.

Zhu et al. [10] proposed a data enhancement method based on SiamRPN and con-
structed a new tracker, namely Distractor-aware SiamRPN (DaSiamRPN), which effectively
improves the tracking accuracy. Ren et al. [16] designed an SNN model that can be trained
online based on SiamRPN from the perspective that SNN only uses the reference frames
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without updating model parameters. The Squeeze and Excitation (SE) [17] module is added
to enhance the effective feature channels for the tracking task and suppress the ineffective
feature channels. Thereby, the representative capability of the features can be improved,
and thus, achieving a higher performance.

Zhang et al. [18] studied the factors that affect the tracking accuracy of SNN. They
found that the filling operation in the convolution process would have a negative impact
on the tracking performance. Therefore, they proposed a Cropping-Inside Residual (CIR)
unit, which successfully trains the SiameseFC and SiamRPN. Li et al. [12] proposed the
SiamRPN++ tracker, in which a simple yet effective spatial-aware sampling strategy is
proposed to train the ResNet network [19]. Moreover, they proposed a novel model
architecture to perform layer-wise and depth-wise aggregations, which not only further
improves the accuracy but also reduces the model size.

Siamese Fully Convolutional (SiameseFC) [8] uses AlexNet as the backbone network
for feature extraction and adopts a fully convolutional network to obtain a good balance
between the computational efficiency and tracking performance. Residual Attentional
Siamese Network (RASNet) [20] incorporates spatial attention, channel attention, and
residual attention mechanisms into SiameseFC to further optimize the tracking accuracy
and robustness.

In general, the SNN-based trackers can achieve relatively robust tracking performance
when dealing with the variations of target scale, aspect ratio, and rotation in UAV videos.

2.2. Classification CNN Based Trackers

The basic idea of this type of trackers [21–24] is to divide the video frame into the
background and the target area, so the target tracking problem is transformed into a
classification problem. Multi-domain Network (MDNet) tracker [21] adopts a shallow
CNN consisting of three convolutional layers and three fully connected (FC) layers, by
using a multi-domain learning strategy to improve the tracking accuracy. But due to the
high computational complexity, it is difficult to realize real-time processing.

MobileNet-based tracking by detection (MBMD) tracker [23] combines the SiamRPN
and MDNet together to generate a large number of region proposals through RPN, which
are then sent to the verification network for classification and scoring to obtain the final
tracking results. When the tracking confidence is very low, the target would be found in
the whole image through the sliding window.

MS-Faster R-CNN tracker [24] integrates multi-stream (MS) into Faster-R-CNN and
combines it with the Simple Online and Real-time Tracking with a Deep Association Metric
(Deep SORT) algorithm to achieve real-time tracking capabilities on UAV images.

In summary, with the rapid development of deep learning, the CNN network structure
designed for the target tracking task is gradually showing diversification. The current
deep-learning based trackers overcome the limitation of only using shallow networks,
and also migrate the network models used in the target detection task, and thus, im-
proving the tracking performance. However, in order to meet the real-time processing
requirements in practical UAV applications, it is usually necessary to design the specific
strategy to reduce the computational complexity of the trackers and cater for the UAV
video processing platform.

2.3. Trackers for UAV Videos

Considering the high processing accuracy and computational efficiency of DCF, most
of the existing UAV trackers are implemented based on the DCF algorithm [25–28], so as to
meet the real-time requirements of UAV tracking. ARCF [25] designs a cropping matrix
and a regularization term to enlarge search region and aberrance repression, effectively
improves the robustness and accuracy of the tracker. AutoTrack [26] introduces the spa-
tially local response map variation as spatial regularization, proposed a novel approach to
online automatically and adaptively learn spatial regularization term. Ye et al. [27] propose
a tracking algorithm based on a multi-regularized correlation filter. The tracker enables
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smooth response variations and adaptive channel weight distributions simultaneously,
leading to favorable adaption to object appearance variations and enhancement of discrim-
inability. BASCF [28] presents a tracking method specifically designed for UAV, which
uses aberrances response suppression mechanism to resist background interference and
introduces a log-polar coordinate system to obtain more accurate target state information.

3. Proposed Single Object Tracking Method
3.1. Overall Architecture

As shown in Figure 1, the single object tracking method proposed in this paper
consists of multiple RPNs and a DIoU discriminative network, in which ResNet-50 [19]
is used as the backbone network for feature extraction. RPN is constructed under the
framework of SNN to perform bounding box regression and classification. The RPNs built
on the Block 2, Block 3 and Block 4 of ResNet50 output their own Reg coefficients and Cls
scores respectively. They are weighted and then fused through a set of offline learning
weight coefficients, obtaining the final Reg coefficients and Cls scores. The foreground
with a higher Cls score is selected as the anchor, and the corresponding region proposal is
determined by combining the Reg coefficients of the anchor. The convolutional features
from multiple layers of ResNet50 are fused. The fused features and the information of the
candidate area are input into the DIoU discriminative network, and the region proposal
with the best DIoU value is finally determined as the tracking result.
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Figure 1. Target tracking framework combining multiple RPNs and DIoU discriminative network. The multiple RPNs are
used to determine high-quality candidate regions, and the DIoU discriminative network performs the correction of the
candidate regions, and then outputs the final result.

In the following section, we will introduce the RPN and DIoU discriminative network
in details.

3.2. SNN-Based RPN with Channel Attention Mechanism

RPN takes the CNN features as input and predicts the regression coefficient Reg and
classification score Cls for each pre-set anchor frame with different areas and proportions.
The Cls score is used to select the classified anchor frame as the foreground. Then the
corresponding Reg coefficient and the coordinates of the anchor frame are used to determine
the region proposals. However, for the visual target tracking task, more attention is paid
to distinguish the target and background defined by the first frame, rather than the target
category in target detection task. Therefore, it is necessary to build an instance-based RPN
suitable for the target tracking task. The RPN structure based on the SNN framework
proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. SNN-based RPN structure with channel attention mechanism. The structure includes
the branches of bounding box regression and classification. The input is the features of the l-th
layer of the reference frame and the current frame. The bounding box regression branch obtains the
regression output of the bounding box coordinates, while the bounding box classification branch
obtains the classification scores of the target and the background.

The RPN structure is constructed under the framework of SNN. It contains two
branches: bounding box regression and bounding box classification. The CNN features
Fl(z) and Fl(x) of the reference frame and the current frame are respectively sent to the
above two branches. In order to preserve the target information as much as possible
and suppress the interference of the background, the features of the reference frame have
also undergone Precise Region-Of-Interest (ROI) Pooling (PrPool) operation and channel
attention operation. PrPool can perform the pooling operation on the features according
to the ROI in the two-dimensional continuous space of each channel, which is specifically
expressed as:

PrPool(β, B) =

∫ y2
y1

∫ x2
x1

g(x, y)dxdy

(x2 − x1)× (y2 − y1)
(1)

where (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are the coordinates of the upper left and lower right corners of
the target bounding box B respectively, and g(·) represents the feature quantity operation
on feature β after bilinear interpolation operation. The features after channel attention oper-
ation are shared by two fully connected layers. The results are element-wise summed. Afer
the Sigmoid activation function, the final channel attention weight ωchn can be obtained.
Furthermore, a convolution operation is performed between the features of the reference
frame and those of the current frame. And the result is adjusted by a convolutional layer.

In this paper, the reference frame size is set to 127 × 127, and the current frame image
size is set to 255 × 255 respectively. Corresponding to k initial anchor boxes, the bounding
box regression branch generates the regression output of 4 k coordinates, and the bounding
box classification branch outputs 2 k categories as the classification scores of the target and
the background.

3.3. DIoU Discriminative Network with Multi-Layer Feature Fusion

IoU can describe the relationship between two bounding boxes and is often used
to evaluate the performance of target tracking and target detection tasks. However, the
usage of IoU as a loss function in the target tracking task still has some shortcomings. For
example, when the target bounding box and the region proposal do not overlap, the IoU
value cannot reflect the distance between the two. Moreover, when the target bounding
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box and the candidate regions are overlapped and the IoU value is the same, IoU cannot
reflect the overlap mode and relative position of the two. To alleviated the shortcomings
of IoU, we propose a DIoU discriminative network to describe the positional relationship
between the region proposal and the true value of the target bounding box. The DIoU
discriminative network can generate different correction results for the region proposal
with the same overlapped area with the target bounding box, which is used to finely correct
the target position and improve the tracking accuracy. The proposed DIoU discriminative
network structure is shown in Figure 3.
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The procedure of the DIoU discriminative network is described as follows. The
features of the reference frame and the current frame are first extracted from Block 2 to
Block 4 of ResNet50 and fed into the Feature Operation module, in which they are weighted
and fused. The fused features are fed into PrPool module together with the region proposal
generated by RPN to obtain the features of the region proposal, which are further weighted
by the Channel Attention module to enhance their representative capability. And the
output features are fed to different prediction branches of FC to obtain IoU and Normalized
Center Distance (NCD) [29].

The structure of the Feature Operation module is shown in Figure 3b, which mainly
consists of two convolutional layers and a convolutional operation. The two convolutional
layers is to adjust the number of the different channels to the same value, which facilitates
the weighted fusion of the feature maps.

The convolutional features extracted from the Block 2 to Block 4 of ResNet50 are fused
with the following equation:

Fusion(F, γ) = ∑i,l γiFl(z) ∗ Fl(x) (2)

where z and x represent the reference frame and current frame respectively. γi represents
the weight coefficient of the i-th layer, γ = (0.3507, 0.5035, 0.1457). Fl(·) represents the
feature extraction process of the l-th layer. To solve the problem of varIoUs sizes of the
feature maps, we introduce the dilated convolution into ResNet-50. By filling 0 elements
between each spatial position of the convolution kernel, the convolution kernel is expanded,
so that the spatial resolution of convolutional features is the same, while enlarging the
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receptive field. The network parameters of the modified ResNet-50 are shown in Table 1.
For each image with an input width and height of 255 × 255, the spatial resolution of the
features output by each Block is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of the spatial resolution of the output feature map of ResNet50 before and after
modification.

Conv 1 Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4

Original ResNet-50 128 × 128 64 × 64 32 × 32 16 × 16 8 × 8
Modified ResNet-50 128 × 128 64 × 64 32 × 32 32 × 32 32 × 32

The structure of the Channel Attention module is shown in Figure 3c. The module
uses both average pooling and max pooling to achieve global pooling, and the pooled
features are input to the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) consisting of two FCs. The two sets
of features share the MLP. The output features of the FCs are element-wise summed. The
weights of each channel ωchn are obtained by the Sigmod function.

The outputs of the DIoU discriminative network are the IoU value and NCD value of
the region proposal, respectively. For the region proposal Bt, we use Equations (3) and (4)
to calculate the IoU score and NCD value respectively:

IoU(Bt) = PIoU(ωchn·PrPool(Fusion(F, γ), Bt)) (3)

NCD(Bt) = PNCD(ωchn·PrPool(Fusion(F, γ), Bt)) (4)

where Fusion(F, γ) represents the fused features, ωchn represents the output result of the
channel attention module, PIoU(·) and PNCD(·) represent the calculations of the IoU score
and NCD value respectively.

Finally, the DIoU score of the region proposal Bt is calculated by the following equation:

DIoU(Bt) = IoU(Bt)− NCD(Bt) (5)

With Equation (5), when the target bounding box and the region proposal do not
overlap, DIoU can reflect the distance between the two. When the target bounding box
and the region proposal are overlapped and the IoU value is the same, DIoU can better
reflect the overlapping mode and relative position of the two. In the tracking process,
we calculate the DIoU scores of three region proposals on Block 2, Block 3 and Block 4 of
ResNet50 respectively, and select the region proposal with the largest DIoU value as the
final tracking result.

3.4. Implementation Details

A large number of image samples are required for training the network. In this paper,
the reference frame image size is set to 127 × 127, the current frame image size is set to
255 × 255, and there is a 10% probability that the two frames do not come from the same
video. The experimental results in [10] have proved that this strategy can enhance the
discriminative ability of the network.

For the data required for training the RPN, we first generate 5 initial anchor boxes
with a size of 64 × 64 and an aspect ratio of 0.33, 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 respectively. And then slide
on the feature maps to obtain 25 × 25 × 5 anchor boxes. For each anchor box, calculate the
IoU score between it and the true value of the labeled target bounding box. And then mark
the anchor box according to Equation (6):

Label(IoU) =


0 IoU < 0.3
−1 0.3 ≤ IoU ≤ 0.6
1 IoU > 0.6

(6)
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where 1 represents the foreground, 0 represents the background, and −1 represents not
caring about and not participating in the error calculation.

For the anchor box marked as the foreground, we use Equation (7) to calculate the
true value of the bounding box regression coefficient Tgt = (Tgt

x , Tgt
y , Tgt

w , Tgt
h ):

Tgt
x = (Gx − Px)/Pw

Tgt
y =

(
Gy − Py

)
/Ph

Tgt
w = ln(Gw/Pw)

Tgt
h = ln(Gh/Ph)

(7)

where P =
(

Px, Py, Pw, Ph
)

represents the region proposal and G =
(
Gx, Gy, Gw, Gh

)
repre-

sents the true value of the corresponding target bounding box, respectively.
The loss function of RPN includes regression loss and classification loss, which can be

formulated as:
LRPN = LCls + λLReg (8)

where λ = 1.2 is the weight value. LCls and LReg are formalized by equations (9) and (10)
respectively:

LCls = −
1

Npos
∑j

(
Clsgt· log(Clsp) +

(
1− Clsgt)· log(1− Clsp)

)
(9)

LReg = ∑i∈x,y,w,h SmoothL1(T
gt
i − Tp

i ) (10)

where LCls is the binary cross entropy loss, Npos represents the number of positive samples,
j represents the subscript of the training sample, Clsgt and Clsp represent the true value
and predicted value of the bounding box classification respectively, Tgt and Tp represents
the true value and predicted value of the bounding box regression coefficient respectively,
where SmoothL1(·) represents the improved mean square error function, and its calculation
equation is:

SmoothL1(x) =

{
0.5x2 i f |x| < 1
|x| − 0.5 otherwise

(11)

For the DIoU discriminative network, we do not use the region proposals generated by
RPNs in the training process, but perturbed the input box by adding Gaussian noise with
standard deviation sigma = 0.1 to the coordinates of the target bounding box, generating
16 region proposals. At the same time, the minimum IoU score between region proposals
and the ground truth of the target bounding box is required to be 0.1. For each region
proposal, calculate the true value of IoUgt and the normalized center distance NCDgt, and
obtain DIoUgt. The image pair, target bounding box, and a group of region proposals are
sent to the DIoU discriminative network together. The predicted values IoUp and NCDp
are then obtained. The loss function of the DIoU discriminative network is:

LDIoU = λ1SmoothL1

(
DIoUgt −

(
IoUp − NCDp

))
+λ2SmoothL1

(
IoUgt − IoUp

)
+λ3SmoothL1

(
NCDgt − NCDp

) (12)

where λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the weight coefficients, and the empirical value 0.4, 0.3 and 0.3 are
used in this paper. The parameters of the entire network are obtained by optimizing the
loss function in Equation (13):

L = βLRPN + αLDIoU (13)

where α = 1.1 and β = 1.3 are two learnable hyper parameters, which represent the loss
weight of the DIoU discriminative network and the RPN, respectively.
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In order to enable the network to adapt to the targets with varIoUs scales, we use
the video target detection dataset VID [30], the image target detection dataset COCO [31],
and the target tracking dataset LaSOT [32] to pre-train the network, and then use the UAV
video dataset VisDrone2018 [33] for fine-tuning, obtaining the optimal network parameters.
The target position in the reference frame is not always in the center, and the target motion
degree is simulated by random disturbance.

For the setting of network parameters, since the size of the feature maps of each layer
is the same, the parameter settings of all RPNs are basically the same. So we only provide
the parameters of RPN1, as shown in Table 2. The parameters of DIoU discriminative
network are shown in Table 3.

Table 2. Parameter settings of RPN1.

Layers Kernel Size Stride Output Size

Conv-1_1r 3 × 3 1 32 × 32 × 256
PrPool-1r 7 × 7 - 7 × 7 × 256

MaxPool-1r 7 × 7 1 1 × 1 × 256
AvgPool-1r 7 × 7 1 1 × 1 × 256

FC-1_1r 256 × 16 - 1 × 16
FC-1_2r 16 × 256 - 1 × 256

Conv-1_1t 3 × 3 1 32 × 32 × 256
Conv-Reg 1 × 1 1 25 × 25 × (4 × 5)
Conv-2_1r 3 × 3 1 32 × 32 × 256
PrPool-2r 7 × 7 - 7 × 7 × 256

MaxPool-2r 7 × 7 1 1 × 1 × 256
AvgPool-2r 7 × 7 1 1 × 1 × 256

FC-2_1r 256 × 16 - 1 × 16
FC-2_2r 16 × 256 - 1 × 256

Conv-1_1t 3 × 3 1 32 × 32 × 256
Conv-Cls 1 × 1 1 25 × 25 × (2 × 5)

Table 3. Parameter settings of DIoU discriminative network.

Layers Kernel Size Stride Output Size

Conv-1_1r 3 × 3 1 32 × 32 × 256
Conv-1_2r 3 × 3 1 32 × 32 × 256
Conv-1_3r 3 × 3 1 32 × 32 × 256
Conv-1_1r 3 × 3 1 32 × 32 × 256
Conv-1_2r 3 × 3 1 32 × 32 × 256
Conv-1_3r 3 × 3 1 32 × 32 × 256

PrPool 5 × 5 - 5 × 5 × 256
MaxPool 5 × 5 1 1 × 1 × 256
AvgPool 5 × 5 1 1 × 1 × 256
FC-1_1 256 × 16 - 1 × 16
FC-1_2 16 × 256 - 1 × 256
FC-IoU 6400 × 1 - 1 × 1

FC-NCD 6400 × 1 - 1 × 1

4. Experimental Results and Analysis
4.1. Datasets and Evaluation
4.1.1. Datasets

We use UAV20L [34] and DTB70 [35] datasets to conduct a comprehensive performance
evaluation on the target tracking method proposed in this paper.

The UAV20L dataset is a single target long-term tracking dataset released by Mueller
et al. in 2016. It contains 20 fully annotated and challenging sequences. The sequence
length varies from 1717 to 5527 frames. These sequences are labeled with 12 different
attributes, namely Scale Variation (SV), Aspect Ratio Change (ARC), Camera Motion (CM),
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Full Occlusion (FOC), Illumination Variation (IV), Fast Motion (FM), Low Resolution (LR),
Similar Object (SOB), Out-of-View (OV), Partial Occlusion (POC), Background Clutter (BC),
and Viewpoint Change (VC).

DTB70 is also a single target tracking dataset. The dataset contains 70 video sequences
with a total number of about 16,000 frames, which is suitable for short-term tracking. Each
sequence has 11 video attribute annotations, including Similar Objects Around (SOA), Fast
Camera Motion (FCM), Occlusion (OCC), Scale Variation (SV), Deformation (DEF), In-Plane
Rotation (IPR), Out-of-Plane Rotation (OPR), Aspect Ratio Variation (ARV), Out-of-View
(OV), Background Cluttered (BC), and Motion Blur (MB).

4.1.2. Evaluation Metrics

In this paper, we use the metric proposed in OTB2013 [36] to evaluate the tracking
performance of UAV videos. One-Pass Evaluation (OPE) metric is used for each sequence,
that is, the tracking method is initialized from the starting frame. Until the last frame, if the
target is lost in the middle, the tracking method will not be reinitialized. The evaluation
metric of tracking results usually adopts the precision plot and the success rate plot.

Precision Plot

First, calculate the Euclidean distance dt between the central point coordinates (xt
p, yt

p)

of the tracking result of the t-th frame and the true central point coordinates (xt
gt, yt

gt),
namely location error. And then, given an arbitrary positioning error threshold Tlocation_error,
the precision is defined as the ratio of all frames with dt > Tlocation_error to the total number
of frames in the video sequence. In general, the precision is used to sort the trackers, when
Tlocation_error is 20 pixels.

Success Rate Plot

First, calculate the overlap score St of the tracking result bounding box Bt
p and the

ground truth bounding box Bt
gt of the t-th frame. The definition of the overlap score is

as follows:

St =

∣∣∣Bt
p ∩ Bt

gt

∣∣∣∣∣∣Bt
p ∪ Bt

gt

∣∣∣ (14)

where ∩ and ∪ represent the intersection and union of two bounding boxes respectively,
and |·| represents the number of pixels in the area. Given the overlap score threshold
Toverlap_score,0 ≤ Toverlap_score ≤ 1, the success rate plot represents the percentage of the
frames, which meet St > Toverlap_score, to the total number of frames in the video sequence.
In general, the Area Under Curve (AUC) of the success rate plot is used to sort the trackers.

4.2. Parameter Settings

We first train the channel attention based RPN and the DIoU discriminative network.
After 9 epochs, the convolutional features of ResNet-50 [19] are added, and then 16 epochs
are jointly trained. The ResNet-50 is pre-trained on ImagNet [37], which has proven to be
a very good initialization for the target tracking tasks. Throughout the training process,
we use the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer for iterative optimization. The
learning rate is 0.005, the momentum is 0.9, the weight decay is 0.0001, and the mini-batch
size is 20. We also use image inversion and color dithering for data enhancement to increase
the scale of training data. The experimental platform uses Ubuntu 16.04 with an Intel
Xeon(R) E5-2602 v4 CPU, 16 G memory, and an Nvidia RTX 2080Ti GPU.

4.3. Evaluation Results
4.3.1. Evaluation on UAV20L Benchmark
Overall Evaluation

We compared the proposed tracking method with 13 state-of-the-art trackers on the
UAV20L dataset. The 13 trackers are MS-Faster R-CNN [24], KCC [38], SRDCF [4], Auto-
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Track [26], CSRDCF [39], ECO_HC [40], ARCF [25], ARCF_H [25], STRCF [41], BACF [42],
MDNet [21], SiamFCpp_googlenet [43] and SiamRPN++ [12]. The comparison results by
using different trackers are shown in Table 4. The center location error threshold is set as
20 pixels.

Table 4. Comparison results of the AUC score and DP score by using the proposed method and
eleven state-of-the-art trackers on the UAV20L dataset.

Tracker Venue AUC DP

Ours - 54.1 72.8
MS-Faster R-CNN [24] Remote sens.2021 40.3 58.7

SiamFCpp_googlenet [43] AAAI2020 53.5 71.5
AutoTrack [26] CVPR2020 34.9 51.2

SiamRPN++ [12] CVPR2019 53.0 69.5
ARCF [25] ICCV2019 38.1 54.4

ARCF_H [25] ICCV2019 38.6 55.7
STRCF [41] CVPR2018 41.0 57.5
KCC [38] AAAI2018 32.4 48.3

ECO_HC [40] CVPR2017 37.7 49.8
CSRDCF [39] CVPR2017 35.0 50.1

BACF [42] ICCV2017 41.5 58.4
MDNet [21] CVPR2016 45.2 60.1
SRDCF [4] ICCV2015 34.3 50.7

It can be seen from Table 4 that the Area Under Curve (AUC) score and Distance
Precision (DP) score obtained by the proposed method are 54.1% and 72.8%, respectively,
which exceeds the second SiamFCpp_googlenet tracker by 0.6% and 1.3%. In addition,
the AUC score and DP score of the proposed method are 1.1% and 3.3% higher than the
SiamRPN++ tracker that also incorporates multiple RPNs. This is because the proposed
method uses multiple channel attention based RPNs to generate higher quality region
proposals, and the DIoU discriminative network with multi-layer feature fusion to further
optimize the region proposals.

Attribute-Based Evaluation

According to different video attributes on the UAV20L dataset, we further evaluate
and analyze the proposed method and the other trackers, as shown in Tables 5 and 6.

Table 5. AUC comparison results of the state-of-the-art trackers on the UAV20L dataset.

Tracker SV ARC CM FOC IV FM LR SOB OV POC BC VC

ours 53.6 49.0 52.7 29.8 52.2 50.2 36.5 57.1 53.1 51.4 28.9 51.0
SiamFCpp_

googlenet [43] 52.8 48.1 52.0 33.7 49.5 46.9 34.9 54.3 57.9 50.7 26.0 55.8

AutoTrack [26] 33.0 27.7 32.9 19.8 32.1 23.4 23.8 35.3 32.5 31.9 21.9 30.3
ARCF [25] 36.6 32.0 37.2 20.5 38.0 24.3 27.3 41.5 36.2 36.5 22.9 33.9

ARCF_H [25] 36.8 31.9 37.8 19.9 38.5 20.1 24.0 44.1 37.7 37.3 21.0 33.4
STRCF [41] 39.3 33.1 39.2 21.7 34.4 24.3 29.3 43.9 37.5 40.1 22.7 33.2
KCC [38] 30.8 24.9 30.8 15.9 29.4 19.5 21.9 35.1 30.6 29.8 16.0 27.9

ECO_HC [40] 36.0 28.9 35.7 16.3 33.3 21.9 26.0 44.5 37.3 34.9 13.3 35.3
CSRDCF [39] 33.4 29.4 33.6 21.1 35.8 19.3 23.4 38.4 31.0 32.8 22.7 30.9

BACF [42] 39.9 34.5 40.4 20.0 41.0 23.4 27.0 46.6 40.2 39.9 20.9 37.3
MDNet [21] 43.8 37.6 43.5 24.1 43.9 28.2 31.5 47.5 44.9 43.6 26.3 41.9
SRDCF [4] 33.2 27.0 32.7 17.0 29.5 19.7 22.8 39.7 32.9 32.0 15.6 30.3
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Table 6. Precision comparison results of the state-of-the-art trackers on the UAV20L dataset.

Tracker SV ARC CM FOC IV FM LR SOB OV POC BC VC

ours 71.4 66.1 71.4 49.4 70.3 71.4 54.6 73.4 71.1 70.0 45.9 64.4
SiamFCpp_

googlenet [43] 70.1 64.5 70.0 52.1 65.6 66.1 50.9 69.5 77.4 68.7 39.5 69.9

AutoTrack [26] 48.7 41.8 48.7 40.3 44.3 41.9 42.5 44.9 50.6 49.0 37.4 42.0
ARCF [25] 52.2 47.6 54.4 40.1 54.2 43.9 48.1 54.3 53.1 54.2 37.1 45.7

ARCF_H [25] 53.4 45.4 53.4 37.8 48.8 35.4 44.0 55.8 53.8 54.3 32.9 46.5
STRCF [41] 55.3 47.2 55.3 40.6 42.9 50.6 51.3 54.7 52.5 56.4 33.0 44.1
KCC [38] 45.6 35.6 45.6 32.6 33.8 35.3 42.4 46.6 45.9 45.8 24.7 37.5

ECO_HC [40] 47.1 37.5 47.1 33.9 39.1 35.9 43.6 51.8 49.5 47.6 23.5 42.3
CSRDCF [39] 48.6 43.0 47.5 40.3 51.4 37.7 41.5 49.5 43.5 46.3 37.7 43.5

BACF [42] 56.2 48.2 56.2 37.8 52.4 40.8 46.4 58.1 56.8 56.6 32.9 50.0
MDNet [21] 58.0 50.8 58.0 43.0 54.8 48.1 52.5 56.5 58.8 58.7 41.1 52.7
SRDCF [4] 48.1 38.9 48.2 33.1 41.1 32.7 42.9 52.2 52.5 49.1 25.2 41.4

It can be seen that the AUC scores of the proposed method rank first, including SV
(53.6%), SOB (57.1%), POC (51.4%), LR (36.5%), IV (52.2%), FM (50.2%), CM (52.7%), BC
(28.9%), ARC (49.0%). Only OV (53.1%) and VC (55.8%) rank second. Specifically, when
there is a rapid target movement in the UAV videos, the AUC score of SiamFCpp_googlenet
is only 46.9%, while the proposed method can reach 50.2%, which is 3.3% higher than that
of SiamFCpp_googlenet. Regarding the tracking precision, our method can obtain higher
Precision than SiamFCpp_googlenet in the case of target rotation, illumination changes,
partial occlusion, and small targets. For each attribute, compared with the trackers ranked
second, our method has a significant improvement in three attributes of IV, FM, and BC,
increasing by 4.7%, 5.3%, and 4.7%, respectively. It can be seen that the quality of the region
proposal has an important impact on the tracking precision.

Tracking Results Analysis

In order to verify the performance of the proposed method more comprehensively, we
display the tracking results obtained by the top five trackers with reference to the AUC
scores, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4a shows the tracking results on car9 and group3 sequences, which involve
full occlusion (FOC) and partial occlusion (POC). The tracking results demonstrate that
our method can handle occlusions in these sequences well. Although the target is tem-
porarily lost due to the target being completely occluded during tracking, our method can
quickly retrieve the target when the target reappears. For example, in the sequence of car9,
BACF [42], STRCF [41], and MDNet [21] are blocked by road signs at the 790th and 819th
frames and cannot accurately determine the location of the target, while the proposed
method produces better tracking results. For the sequence of group3, trees occluded due to
the movement of the target and the camera at 5121th and 5166th frames. Other trackers
cannot handle the occlusions well, resulting in drift. The proposed method can further
optimize the region proposals generated by the channel attention based RPNs, yielding
better tracking results.

Figure 4b shows the tracking results on the sequences of uav1 and car9, which in-
volve fast motion (FM) and scale variation (SV). We observe that in the sequence of uav1,
SiamFCpp_googlenet, MDNet and our method can locate the target very well, such as 637th
and 812th frames. By comparison, our method can more accurately locate the poisition of
the target. However, when the scale of the target in car9 changes, such as the 1400th and
1810th frames, SiamFCpp_googlenet and MDNet cannot adapt to the target size change
well, but our method can adapt accordingly, showing its good tracking performance.
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Figure 4c shows the tracking results on the person7 sequence, which involves fast
motion (FM), out-of-view (OV), and aspect ratio change (ARC). In the 638th frame, the
aspect ratio changes due to the movement of the target. Although BACF, STRCF, and
MDNet can roughly locate the target, they cannot adapt to the change of the target aspect
ratio. Our method and SiamFCpp_googlenet perform well. In the 694th and 724th frames,
the target reappears. Our method can quickly retrieve it, but other trackers cannot handle
it well. The target disappears and drifts to the background.

4.3.2. Evaluation on DTB70 Benchmark
Overall Evaluation

We compared the performance of the proposed method with eight representative
trackers on the DTB70 dataset, as shown in Table 7. The eight trackers are AutoTrack [26],
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ARCF [25], ARCF_H [25], STRCF [41], ECO_HC [40], BACF [42], MDNet [21], and Sta-
ple_CA [44].

Table 7. Comparison results of the AUC score and the DP score between the proposed method and
eight state-of-the-art trackers on the DTB70 dataset.

Tracker Venue AUC DP

ours - 59.5 78.2
AutoTrack [26] CVPR2020 47.8 71.6

ARCF [25] ICCV2019 47.2 69.4
ARCF_H [25] ICCV2019 41.6 60.7
STRCF [41] CVPR2018 43.7 64.9

ECO_HC [40] CVPR2017 44.8 63.5
Staple_CA [44] CVPR2017 35.1 50.4

BACF [42] ICCV2017 39.8 58.1
MDNet [21] CVPR2016 45.6 69.0

As can be seen from Table 7, overall, our method yields significantly better perfor-
mance than the other trackers. The AUC score (59.5%) and precision (78.2%) both achieve
the highest precision. Our method is much better than the second-placed AutoTrack, and
improves by 11.7% and 6.6% in the AUC score and DP score, respectively, and there is
no obvious difference in tracking speed. In addition, compared to MDNet, our method
improves the AUC score and DP score by 13.9% and 9.2%, respectively. This is because our
method uses channel attention-based RPNs to generate higher quality region proposals,
and DIoU discriminative network to further optimize the position of the region proposals.

Attribute-Based Evaluation

According to different video attributes in the DTB70, we further evaluated the perfor-
mance of eleven attributes, as shown in Figures 5 and 6.

For the AUC score, our method yields the best performance, including ARV (61.4%),
BC (54.2%), DEF (62.0%), FCM (58.3%), IPR (56.5%), MB (55.2%), OCC (47.7%), OV (57.0%),
OPR (56.9%), SV (66.6%), and SOA (51.0%). Compared with the trackers ranking second,
our method has a significant improvement in the four attributes of ARV, DEF, OPR, and
SV, increasing by 20.1%, 16.8%, 20.9%, and 17.3% respectively. Compared with AutoTrack,
our method improves the performance of OCC and OV attributes by 6.2% and 16.3%,
respectively. For precision, our method also achieves the best performance, including ARV
(74.7%), BC (76.4%), DEF (77.6%), FCM (78.9%), IPR (74.1%), MB (75.1%), OV (76.6%), OPR
(61.0%), and SV (80.7%). Compared with the trackers ranking second, our method has a
significant improvement in the five attributes of ARV, BC, DEF, OPR, and SV, increasing
by 13.9%, 12.2%, 10.6%, 13.5%, and 10%, respectively. Besides, compared with AutoTrack,
our method still performs well on its underperforming AVR, BC, OPR, and SV attributes,
which are 14.2%, 12.9%, 17.1%, and 11.9%, respectively, showing better robustness.

Tracking Results Analysis

In order to verify the performance of the proposed method more comprehensively,
we also display the tracking results obtained by the top five trackers in terms of the AUC
score, as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7a shows the tracking results on the sequences of BMX3 and BMX5. These
sequences mainly involve the target’s scale variation (SV), aspect ratio variation (ARV),
and in-plane rotation (IPR). We have observed that for the BMX3 sequence challenge, our
method can locate the target well, while the other methods cannot adapt to the target
scale change and aspect ratio change well, and even produce positioning drift, such as the
94th frame. For the BMX5 sequence challenge, the target scale and aspect ratio change
dramatically due to the rotation of the target in the plane. At the 174th frame, our method
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can accurately locate the target. ECO_HC can basically locate the target, but it can’t adapt
to the scale variation. Other trackers are unable to deal with the target scale changes well,
or drifting in the background.

Figure 7b shows the tracking results on the sequences of Hours1 and Yatch4. These
sequences mainly involve occlusion (OCC) and similar objects around (SOA). For the se-
quence of Hours1, with two occlusions caused by trees, only our method can still accurately
locate the position of the target at the 112th frame. For the sequence of Yatch4, MDNet and
our method can locate the target well, such as the 259th frame. By comparison, because
our method can further optimize the region proposals, it can locate relatively small targets
more accurately.

Figure 7c shows the tracking results on the sequences of RcCar4 and GULL1. These
sequences mainly involve motion blur (MB), background cluttered (BC), and fast camera
motion (FCM). For the sequence of RcCar4, due to the rapid movement of the camera,
the motion blur and background disturbance occur, which are great challenges for object
tracking. Although AutoTrack can basically find the target, it cannot adapt to the target’s
motion blur, so the target cannot be accurately selected. ARCF, ECO_HC, and MDNet
cannot handle out-of-view (OV), and thus, drifting in the background. Our method
performs well, such as at the 294th and 685th frames. For the sequence GULL1, at the 97th
frame, AutoTrack and our method can locate the target very well. But due to the design of
DIoU discriminative network, our method can produce better tracking results.

4.3.3. Tracking Speed Analysis

The UAV video trackers are often required to meet the strict requirements of real-time
tracking in practical applications. Next, we will test the real-time performance of the
trackers. Tables 8 and 9 show the comparison results of the proposed method on the
UAV20L and DTB70 datasets in terms of Frames Per Second (FPS). It can be seen that the
proposed method can reach 33.9 FPS and 33.0 FPS on the UAV20L and DTB70 respectively,
which can meet the requirements of real-time tracking. This is because the method in this
paper uses fewer region proposals and correction iterations.

Table 8. Comparison of processing speed between the proposed method and other state-of-art object tracking methods on
the UAV20L dataset.

Ours KCC SRDCF AutoTrack CSRDCF ECO_HC ARCF_H STRCF BACF

FPS 33.9 29.2 7.5 44.8 9.53 51.83 31.8 17.4 32.0

Table 9. Comparison of processing speed between the proposed method and other state-of-art object tracking methods on
the DTB70 dataset.

Ours STRCF AutoTrack ECO_HC ARCF_H BACF Staple_CA

FPS 33.0 21.9 48.6 51.9 37.1 37.7 50.66

4.3.4. Ablation Studies

To verify the effectiveness of the method in this paper, we tested and compared the
variant of the method in this paper on the UAVDT [45] dataset, as shown in Table 10.
Single RPN structure indicates that only a single SNN-based RPN with channel attention
mechanism is used to obtain the region proposal while the multiple RPNs structure denotes
the method proposed in this paper.
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Table 10. Inner module ablation study by comparing the proposed method and the variants of our method on the
UAVDT dataset.

AUC DP BC CR OR SO IV OB SV LO

Single RPN 38.5 69.4 35.2 38.6 34.3 38.7 38.0 38.5 35.5 37.5
Multiple RPNs 60.4 81.4 53.0 55.5 58.6 55.7 62.6 62.7 61.6 52.2

As shown in Table 10, for the AUC scores, the multiple RPNs structure improves the
performance by 21.9% compared to the single RPN structure. In addition, the multiple
RPNs structure also improves the precision value by 12% compared to the method using
only the single RPN structure at the threshold of location error is set as 20 pixels. For
sequences with scale variation (SV) attribute, the proposed method improves the perfor-
mance by 26.1% compared with the single RPN structure. This is due to the fact that the
features acquired by the single RPN structure are not sufficient and are easily disturbed by
the scale variation, leading to tracking drift. In contrast, multiple RPNs structure can han-
dle the different scales of the target based on the fused features and perform the instance
detection of local regions independently for each frame, so that better tracking precision
can be obtained. For the sequences with object blur (OB) attribute, the performance of
multiple RPNs structure is improved by 24.2% compared with the single RPN structure.
This proves that the multiple RPNs structure is quite effective in dealing with object blur
in UAV scenarios. For the sequences with other attributes, the AUC scores of the method
in this paper are all higher than those of the single RPN structure, which proves that the
multiple RPN object tracking framework proposed in this paper is effective, and it can
guide the DIoU discriminative network to obtain more accurate tracking results.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we exploit a solution based on the combination of multiple channel
attention-based RPNs and DIoU discriminative network for real-time target tracking in
UAV videos. First of all, for the generation of target region proposals, we propose a channel
attention-based multiple RPNs structure suitable for the target tracking task, which can
generate high-quality region proposals. In addition, we propose a DIoU discriminative
network with multi-layer feature fusion to further refine the region proposal, improving the
tracking accuracy. The experimental results on the UAV20L and DTB70 datasets show that,
compared with 14 state-of-the-art trackers, the proposed method can yield better tracking
performance on both the long-term and short-term tracking tasks. Since a high-quality
region proposal is obtained, it only needs three optimizations to get better tracking results.
Because the gradient is only propagated back in the DIoU discriminative network, the
proposed method can reach the tracking speed of 33.9 FPS, which can meet the requirements
of real-time processing.

We will continue to study and improve the following aspects in the future: (I) Effec-
tively mine and utilize the scene context information. The current work of this paper fails
to fully consider the contextual information of the scene. Actually, various spatiotemporal
contextual information of UAV videos should be fully excavated to improve the reliability
of tracking. (II) Fuse multi-source and multi-modal information. The proposed method
only uses the visual information of the target, but the UAV video collection is susceptible
to the influence of complex weather factors, and it is necessary to use the multi-source and
multi-modal information obtained by the multiple sensors on the UAV platform, such as
GPS, altimeter, gyroscope, etc. By fusing this information, the tracking speed and accuracy
can be improved. (III) In terms of experimental data, we use the traditional target tracking
dataset and target detection dataset to train the network, and then use the UAV video
dataset for fine-tuning. This is because the UAV video dataset usually only contains test
set. Only VisDrone2018 and VisDrone2019 datasets contain training sets. Therefore, it is
necessary to collect more UAV videos to train and test the network to further enhance the
generalization and robustness of the deep model.
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